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State of Connecticut
Official Ballot

Wolcott, Connecticut  Municipal Election  November 2, 2021

OFFICE

PARTY

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
Vote for Up To Three

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

19A  Krista Moore
19B  James Treanor
19C  Petitioning Candidate

REPUBLICAN PARTY

20A  John McCarthy
20B  Ken Barnes
20C  Paul J. Gallucci

PETITIONING CANDIDATE

21A  Robert Ficeto
21B  Anthony Lombardi
21C  Dan Divirgilio

WRITE-IN VOTES

22A  Ed Hawthorne
22B  Dan DiVirgilio
22C  Christopher Ficeto

23A  Paul J. Gallucci
23B  Peter J. Sheehan
23C
23D

24A
24B
24C
24D

Be sure to complete your vote on the reverse side of this ballot.